
May // 2021 

Dear readers,

This edition of “Engelsmann News” is all about contamination. However, the reason for this is not 
some contagious virus, but our new containment-system of the JEL SmartCon range which has gotten 
a new member. We invite you to take a closer look at the details of the newly developed filling version 
JEL SmartCon BS as well as all its advantages. 

In addition, you can enjoy a cinematic experience with our latest product videos for our SmartCon em-
ptying system and the hygienic JEL Konti II all-round screening machine.

» Filling Big Bags under Containment Conditions? Easy.
» Emptying up to OEB 4: a Step-by-Step Explanation
»JEL Konti II: an All-Rounder in Action

We wish you happy reading. 
Your Engelsmann team 



Filling Big Bags under Containment Conditions? Easy.

Filling a big bag under containment conditions doesn‘t have to be complicated anymore: As our JEL 
SmartCon series, which until now could only be used for emptying, now also comes in a big bag filling 
version. 

Thanks to the high degree of automation, the contamination-free filling of big bags up to OEB 4 can be 
done safely and in just a few simple steps. 

Visit our new product page to find out what makes the handling of the JEL SmartCon BS system so 
special and why a leakproofness test is a good idea to prevent contamination before filling. 

NEWSFLASH

» Recommend article » More Information 
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Emptying up to OEB 4: a Step-by-Step Explanation

There‘s also something new to report when it comes to contamination-free big bag emptying: 

We‘ve put together a short product video that reveals the secret behind the simple handling of the JEL 
SmartCon ES containment attachment system and that takes you through the operating steps one by 
one. 

You will also find out why the JEL SmartCon ES system is the only real solution that can protect your 
process from contamination as a result of liner damage - even before the emptying starts. 

» Recommend article » Watch the video 
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JEL Konti II: an All-Rounder in Action

Whether your focus is on hygienic design, simple operability or particularly quick screen changes, the 
JEL Konti II vibration screening machine meets all requirements. 

You wonder how that works in detail? In our new product video we‘ll show you just how easy it is to 
operate the JEL Konti II and what other advantages the versatile vibration screening machine has to 
offer. 

» Recommend article » Watch the video 
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